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1.0 PEAK BEAM POSITION MONITOR

"Throwing pebbles into water, watch the circles left by it, otherwise your exercise is
merely waste of time."

" Kozma Proutkov (Russian sofa philosopher)

The main task of this work is investigation of peak detector circuit possibilities using the SPICE
, program. The main idea of the circuit, which was proposed by Comlinear Corporation, 1 is that the voltage

on the storing capacitor (Figure 1) precisely repeats input voltage. This is done by using negative feedback.
Advantage of the schematic is that during the storing process of the input signal, diode dl is in linear regime
even at small amplitudes of the input signal. (Minimum amplitude of the input signal is 20 mV. 1)

Dischargepulse.I

Input__ 1 _ _dl _ "/ +__A2
=,_l ,_Output

100£4 100£4_

450f4

TIP-05302

Figure 1. Peak detector circuit,

The main principle of circuit operation was described in Reference 1 and in my previous note about
SPICE calculations. Some results from the previous note are repeated here as an aid in understanding the
process taking place in the circuit. Simulating in the first part of my work variant of the circuit (Figure 1)
differs from the schematic in Reference 1 by output buffer construction. Operational amplifier CLC400 was
used as output buffer. Using CLC400 as a buffer allowed us to do circuit simulation and make a working
model of the circuit. Results of the computer simulation are confirmed with the results obtained on the
model. Using CLC400 as a buffer has the following disadvantages: discharge of the storing capacitor by the
amplifier input current in the hold time (-150 mV during 500 ns), and increase time of the feedback closing,
by comparison with circuit, using as a buffer voltage follower.

In the first part of the work sinusoidal signal as input signal was used. At the input signal frequency
1 MHz (1 V amplitude) at the time of detecting diode opening, "buildup" was noticed on the storing
capacitor. The buildup looks like voltage steps on the capacitor (Figure 2(a)). At the input signal frequency
(10 MHz) at the beginning of the storing process, the burst on the output of the input amplifier OA1 was
registered (Figure 2(b)). Burst value is -500 mV. That does not allows us to register the top of the input

. signal (i.e., maximum amplitude). Resulting amplitude of the output signal is approximately 200 mV higher
than input amplitude.
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The transfer characteristic has oscillating character, as was noted above. Correction of the transfer
characteristic can be done by selecting a resistor in the charge capacitance circuit (R - 50 f_). Transfer
characteristic without correction and with correction are shown in Figure 5(a) and 5(b), respectively.

Discharge circuit differs from first variant discharge circuit. Here it's as a switching current generator
(20--50 mA). In the charge time, the current generator is switched off; in the discharge time, the generator is
switched on and the diode dl is open. In this case the voltage at capacitor follows input voltage. In the first
variant, discharge took place with closed diode dl. Because of this at the beginning of charging, time
feedback through d2 had to open, and had to close through dl. In the new variant of the circuit at the
discharge time, diode dl is open; at the beginning of the charge process feedback is already closed through
dl.

This variant gave good results in the case with sinusoidal input signal, 10-MHz frequency (Figure 6).

Output voltage Vout = 2. Vinmax, because the amplifier is closed by feedback with coefficient 2. 'Fhe
sinusoidal character of stored voltage may be explained by "creeping" through diode dl capacitance.

In the next experiment we changed the input sinusoidal signal to a signal similar to that expected from
stripline. Absence of reflections in the circuit was supposed. The signal has no Gaussian tails because we
cannot simulate it with SPICE. Shape of the input signal is shown in Figure 7. Period of the pulse series is
120 ns. Result of period decrease is the increase of calculation time; that's not convenient for work.

Dynamic characteristics of CLC400 do not allow us to follow this kind of input signal. Shape of the
output signal is shown in Figure 7(b) (at the 1.5-V input signal amplitude).

With the SPICE program one can obtain the circuit output characteristic by increasing input of the signal
amplitude in each successive program run. Result of the ratio accuracy calculations is shown in Figure 8.

Unlinearity of the beginning part of the curve can be explained by different operations regimes of the
elements: small-signal and large-signal regimes at the condition of the CLC400 speed shortage. Figure 9
illustrates deviation of the circuit output characteristic part (80-200 mV range) from approximating
polynom. Polynom approximates output characteristic in 0.3-1.5 V range. Output voltages equal to values
at some "neighboring" input voltages can be explained by loss of accuracy in the program calculations.
Measured values are higher than those predicted by polynom. To my mind, this fact confirms our

assumption about different operations regimes of the elements. In the small-signal regime, elements switch
faster than in the large-signal regime; consequently, a bigger portion of the signal is followed in time.

One can consider obtained linearity results as approximate because of differences between simulated and
real circuits, like parasitic components peculiar to the specific topology not taken into account during
simulation, and the fact that all the elements are not ideals, etc.

(a) (b)
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peak detector * INPUT SIGNAL

• PDBUFF.SP *

• b313 1 0 v=v (311) +v (312)
• vl 1 O sin (00.1 lOmeg) *
• * TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
x400 1 3 2 c400 *
• .tran O.lns 900ns 300ns
dl 2 4 diode .end

' d2 6 2 diode peak detector trans, charact.

cl 44 0 30pf * PDB.SP

rl 3 6 100 vl 1 0 pulse(O 1 20ns lns lns 50ns lOOns)
r2 9 3 450 *
r3 3 0 450 x400 1 3 2 c_too
r44 4 44 50 *
• rd 2 4 15
• OUTPUT BUFFER *
• c l 44 0 30pf
jl 7 5 8 jm *
ql 7 8 9 tn r2 9 3 450
, r3 3 0 450

r44 4 44 50
ra 4 5 50 ,

b45 45 0 v=v (4) -v (5) * OUTPUT BUFFER
r5 8 10 3k ,

r6 9 10 lk2 jl 7 5 8 jm
• ql 7 8 9 m
v7 7 0 lOv *
vl010 0 -5v r4 4 5 50

• b45 45 0 v:v(4)-v(5)
• CURRENT SWlTCH r5 8 10 3k
• r6 9 10 lk2

q2 4 11 12 tn *
q3 2 13 12 tn v7 7 0 10v
• vlO I0 0 -Sv

r7 12 10 320 *
, * MODELS

vl 1 11 0 pulse --0.8 -2.7 0 Ins Ins 300ns 600ns .includee400.maero
v13 13 0 pulse -2.7 -0.8 0 Ins Ins 300ns 600ns .modeljmnjfbetal.0e--2rdl00rsl00cgs5pfcgdlpf
• .model tn npn bf 200 rbm 100 re 1 re 10cje lpf fr0.Ins cjc 2pf• MODELS ,

• * TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
.includec400.macro ,
.modeldiodedcjoIpfrsI0ttO.Ins .tran 0.1ns lOOns 0ns
.modeljm njfbeta 1.0e-2 rd 100 rs 100 cgs 5pf cgd lpf
.model m npn bf200 rbm 100re 1 re 10cje lpfff0.1ns cjc 2pf .end

• INPUT SIGNAL MODEL

v31 31 0 sin (0 0.1 125rneg 2ns)
v32 32 0 pulse (0 1 2ns lps lps 4ns 120ns)
v33 33 0 sin(00.1 125meg 3ns)
v34 34 0 pulse (0 -1 7ns lps lps 4ns 120ns)
b311 311 0 v=v (31) *v (32)
b312 312 0 v=-v (33)*v (34) "nP.O54Ol

q

Figure 12.
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2.0 TRACING BEAM POSITION MONITOR

2.1 Tuning and Testing of the Tracing Peakup

Tuning consists of two actions.

1. Compensation of the amplificeroutput offset voltage, and the voltage on the open diode
dl in the circuit, tracing of the signal.

2. Choice of the requireddividing1coefficient of the buffer amplifier output voltage.

• If we ground the circuit input, the d_odedl will be open, and the inputvoltage of the buffer amplifier will
make -Vdl. We can compensate this _'oltage by using zero offset of the buffer amplifier. With the help of
tuning the variable output resistor, we c,m obtain the requireddividing coefficient.

For this purpose, say, a sinusoidal s_ignalshould be applied to the circuit input. The amplitude of the
signal should be such that all the circuil:elements may be operated in the linear regime. In the process of
tuning sinusoidal signal, 1-MHz frequency and 1-V amplitude were applied to the circuit input. The
dividing coefficient was equal to two.

To be successful, tuning should be kept uvder control at two points in the circuit: the output of the buffer
amplifier and the circuit output.

All the measurements were carried out on the Tektronix scope, model 2465BCT. The signal parameters
were measured with the help of cursors and were repeated with the program of automatic voltage
measurement. Unfortunately, this program has a limited field of application, since it is not currently
possible to measure high-frequency signals. The errorin the measurement of the 1-MHz frequency signal is
5%. 2 The measurement error in case of the cursors is 2%. 2 All the signals were measured on the first
channel of the scope, because scope channels have different ground offsets. The ground offset of the first
channel is -0.9 mV. Due to relatively low accuracy of the measurements, the tuning and tests results were
considered as preliminary.

With the help of the Fluke 45 voltmeter, we measured the circuit output characteristic Vout versus
coefficient of the attenuationof the attenuators.Voltmeter measurement accuracy is 0.025% + 2 (percentage
of reading + digits). 3

The temperature drift of the circuit was observed during the measurements. It displays as a shift of the
outpu_ haracteristic of the circuit in the process of the elements heating. Also noted was slow drift of the
output signal amplitude of the pulse generator. (The amplitude slowly decreased on the 60 mV during the
hour that the device worked.) Unfortunately, this effect can be observed only indirectly, kept under control
at some point in the circuit simultaneously. As our tesk does not include research of the circuit temperature
drift, the estimated observation was made. The temperature drift of the circuit does not distort its linearity.
In my view only identity of the drift of the peakup different channels is of interest.

The unlinearity of the circuit output characteristic influences the unlinearity of the detecting diode and of
the buffer amplifier gain. At the big amplifier input signal (larger than 4 V), the gain of the buffer amplifier
increases. It can negatively influence the linearity of the peakup detector circuit.

ll
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In the experiments,inputof the circuitis the sixth pin of the T2-1 rf transformer.

Figure 15.

2.2 Calibration of the Attenuators

A schematic of the attenuatorcalibration is shown in Figure 16. The input sinusoidal signal of frequency
60 MHz applies to the power splitter. The signal from one output of the power splitter applies to the two
consistently included attenuators. The first attenuator has 11 dB dynamic range and I dB step; the second
has 110 dB dynamic range and 11 dB step. The amplitude of the sinusoidal signal, applied to the input of
the attenuators, is 665 mV. The signal from the second output of the power splitter and the output of the
second attenuatorapplies to the vector voltmeter (HP8508A), the inputs A and B, respectively.

With the help of the vectorvoltmeter,the nextparameterswerekept undercontrol: the amplitudesof the
input and output signals of the attenuators, VoutNin; Vout/Vin, dB. The more important dependence for the
testing of the peak detector is VoutVin, dB versus the coefficient of the attenuation.

Ratio accuracy of the vector voltmeter has difficult dependence from the amplitude and ratio levels of the
input signals. 4 In the range less than 320 mV, ratio accuracy is 0.3 dB (3.4%); in the range 320 mV and
more, the ratio accuracy is 0.6 dB (6.7%). Accuracy of the power splitter (difference between channels) is
less than the level of sensitivity of the vector voltmeter. The difference of the fades in the connective cables
is less than 0.07 dB. (The input amplitude of the testing signal is 50 mV; absolute accuracy is 0.1 dB.)

A device with the accuracy 0.1 dB is needed to measure the linearity of the attenuators with the 1%
accuracy.

___ _'_ Atteluat°r H Attenuat°r

Sinus Power 2

generator splitter , _ [
Vector

Voltmeter

TIP-05314

Figure 16. Schematic of the attenuator==©allbration.
b
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2.3 Possible Dynamic Range of the Tracing Peak Detector Circuit

In theresearchpartof the circuitthere aretwo elementsthat canlimit dynamicrange: the detectingdiode
andthe outputbufferamplifier.

Diode (IN5711)possibilitiescoverdesirabledynamicrange (Vinmax= 30 V; VRRM= 70 V; V(BR)= 70
V; IF- 15 mA). In theDatabooks4,5 there is no maximum pulse forwardcurrent.Usually, pulse forward
currentis 10-20 times higher than the forward continuouscurrent.In the case of 30-V input voltage, the
diodewillcharge the capacitorwith the maximumdiodecurrent.

Thebufferamplifieris EL2004.6Amplifiersupplyvoltage is + 15 V in this variantof the schematic. In
this case maximum amplifieroutputvoltage is + 14 V. But absolutemaximumratingof the supplyvoltage
is :t:40 V. At this supply,the voltage amplifiercan workwith :l:30-V inputvoltage. This variantrequiresa
separatevoltage sourcefor the bufferamplifier.There are no descriptionsof the specificationsof the buffer
amplifierat high supplyvoltage. That is why linearity of the circuit can be checked in the measurement
processonly.

2.4 Measurement of Peak Detector Linearity at 7-13-V Input Voltage Range

Peak forward characteristicsareshown in Figure17.At 11-V input, voltage characteristicsbegin to bend
dueto the quickincreaseof outputbufferamplifiergain.

Figure 18illustratesratioaccuracyperchannels.In the ratioaccuracycalculationprocess, approximation
of outputcharacteristicin the 7-11=V rangewas made.

Foradditionalinformationsee Section2.1.

7" , ['l I' 1' I' I' I' I '
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3.0 SWITCHING BEAM POSITION MONITOR

3.1 Beam Parameters

The averagebeamcurrentis:

(lb) = Nef, (3) •

where N is the number of particles per bunch, N = 8.1 x 109; f is the beam spacing frequency,
f = 60 MHz (both parametersare for Collider);e is the charge of the electron, • = 1.6 × 10-19 C. So, the
Colliderbeam current is:

(Ib) = 8.1x 109x 1.6x 10-19x 60x 106= 10-3 _=80mA. (4)

The maximumbeam currentis:

where T=16.6 ns is the beam spacingperiod, T = 1/_ 2a _0.7 ns is the beam size (see Figure 22). Beam
size 0.7 ns is taken for the worst case.

So, the maximumbeam current is:

16.6x10-9
Ibn_ = 77'9 x 10-3 x _- 1"85A (6)0.7x 10-9

The current from the strip line electrode depends on the strip line azimuthalangle (A0). We can consider
that for a beam on the center of the vacuumchamber,

2n
A¢= m. (7)8

In this case, the strip line current will be one-eighth of the totalbeam current. We also should take into
account that the induced beam current propagatesthrough the strip line in both directions. So, the strip line
outputcurrentis twice as low as the total image current azimuthalpart.

I_ T _--

Imax

<1> - . /_ _ '- ..., ,, ......

T TIP-05320

Figure 22. Beamcurrent (/) overtime(T); Imex is the beamcurrent;</> Is the averagebeam
current; T Is the beamspacingperiod;2(_ Is the beamsize.
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Figure 23. Beam tube and BPM electrodes. Ae is the strip line electrodes azimuthal angle;
2a Is the aperture.

(8)
l stlr_,, 2 8

11.85

Istt,,_=-_=O.15628 A. (9)

So, maximum voltage from the strip line is:

Vstln.a,_= lstlnm p=115.6X10-3X50=5.78V, (10)

where p = 50fl is the characteristic impedance of the strip line.

3.2 Sensitivity of the BPM

Sensitivity of the BPM is the differential value. Actually, this is the slope of the voltage-to-beam-
position-coordinate characteristic of the BPM electrodes. The dependence of the electrodes voltage (V1 (x)
and V2 (x) on the beam position coordinate (x) electrodes 1 and 2 (V.X characteristic) is shown in
Figure 24. The curve VI (x) asymptotically tends to infinity at x _ a and tends to zero at x _ _.oo; the
curves have a linear behavior approximately in the range :1:(a/2), where a is half of the aperture. The
dependence V2 (x) is symmetic to the VI (x) at about x =0.

We can describe the behavior of the V 1 (x) and V 2 (x) characteristics with the Taylor series using:

Vl(x)=Vo+sx+px +qx 3 +...
(11)

V2(x) = Vo-sx + px 2 -qx 3 +...,

where s, p, q are the Taylor's series coefficients; also s is the slope of the V-X characteristic,

d V(x). (12)dx

The difference of Vl (x) and V2 (x) is:

Vl(x)- V2(x)= 2sx + 2qx 3+ .... (13)

17
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Figure 24. The BPM electrodes voltage dependence on the beam position x-coordinate.
V0 Is the voltage correspondingto the central beam position (x = 0); a Is the
half aperture.

All the even terms are subtracted, and all the odd terms are added together. The interval of the linearity of
the electrodes voltage difference (Eq. (13)) is higher than in Eq. (11) for each electrode.

For the small deviations of the beam from the center (x << a) we can neglect the higher terms in F.q. (11)
(and Eq. (13), of course). The equation will be:

vl(x)=Vo+sx
V2(x)=Vo-sx. (14)

From theboundaryconditionsforthelinearV-Xcharacteristicapproximation(seeFigure24):

x=O=V1(O)=Vox=a= Vl(-a)=O. (15)

We cangettheslopes:

s: V---9-°. (16)
a

It can be got:

Vi(x) = VO (l:i:x) ' (17)

18



ActuallyV0 =Vstlmax'Accordingto Eq. (10) we canget:

Vi(x)=lp(l+X). (18)

Thatis,

, s= I-_p (19)
a

where I = IStlmax.

So, we can note that the slope of the V-X characteristic of the electrodes (the BPM sensitivity) also
dependson a beam currentand on the aperture,and on the electrode strip line impedance,

Note, that all these reasoningsare true if the Z-coordinatebeam displacement is equal to zero. If not, the
Z-dependenttermthat appears in the equation fbr the Vi (x) becamesVi (x z.)

I supposethat really the V-X electrodecharacteristic is neverrigorouslylinear. We can consider that in
some X.interval the V.X characteristicjust tends to the linear with someaccuracy.This fact means that the
slope of the V-X characteristicis differentat the differentX-interval. So, sensitivity of the BPM electrodes
dependson the X coordinate.

Besides, I suppose that the V-X characteristicof each electrodeis individual.I believe that it is necessary
to know this characteristic in each particularcase and to know the accuracy of the approximation of the
electrodescharacteristicto the linearcharacteristic.It seems to me also that it is necessaryto have an average
characteristicof the electrodes,anda spreadof their parameters(as a sensitivity, correspondenceof the
electricaland geometricalcentersof the system,andso on).

3.3 Requirements to the Isolation

Assume thatwe operatewith thecircuitshownin Figure 25.
Let there be no losses on a switch.Figure26 shows the equivalentcircuit.
In Figure 26, 13is the impedance of the lines and load impedance, so switch-to-voltage source and

switch-_o-loadlines arematched;Ztsis the transimpedanceof the open switch,and Zts>> P.
Let's supposethat all bunches inthe Colliderhavean equal numberof particles,and there areno empty

separatrixes.So, there is a constantazimuthalcurrentdistributionthroughtheColliderring.

Vl ' 1l

'l
TIP.05_3

Figure 2S. The operation ©lr©ult. Vl and V2 are the eleotrodea voltage; "aw" Is a ewltoh; "a"
le the load point; p le the lines Impedanoe and a load Impadanoe.
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P 8w

a

- p_Va

P Zle

,

TIP-05324

Figure 26. The equivalent olr©ult. Zls Is the tranelrnpedenoe of the open iwitoh.

The system operateswith a signal of 60-MHz frequency.Bandwidthof thesystem is determinedby the
BPMelectronicbandwidth(approximately,andnot more than,5 MHz). So, we can considerthatthe circuit
(Figure26) operateswith the sinusoidal signals. It means that the complex representationof the circuit
transferfunctionfor the estimationof the processesin a circuitcanbe used:

where Sis is the transimpedance complex valueof theopen switch, and _s is the complex value of the
isolationcoefficientbetweenthe channels:

m

kis = k'12is the isolationcoefficientfromthe channelI to 2;
m

#.is= k'21is the isolationcoefficientfrom the channel2 to 1.

As we can see, the influenceof oneto anotherchannelappearsas a smalladditionalsignal to the channel
we arelooking for.So we needto determinetheallowed value of the "beam displacementerror"dueto the
non-idealisolation.Accordingto Eq. (17) we canexpress the valid signal (forexample, forchannel 1) and
the additionalsignalfrom theotherchannel(channel2) inthe followingway:
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Ifx << a, we can neglect the term _'21x, and get:
a

Vl-Vo 1+-+k'21 •
' a

In the same way, for the full signal in channel 2 we get:

The difference of the full signals of channel 1 and channel 2 is:

Vl- V'2= _0(2x + k'21- k'121'a (24)

or

gl-'g2=P'0 2a+ke. 0, ,

where k'ejy= k'21- k'12'I suppose that keg _ 0, because the isolation coefficients are not equal in the real

circuit. Put k'e.0'=k'21= k'a" I suppose that this approxima0"m is close to true, but we can check this fact

only during a measurement.

So we have a real additional "beam displacement error" signal (Xar)---the undesirable error of the beam
position measurements. This error have been specified as 0.1 ram.

We can suppose that the isolation coefficient k'a has a Real and an Imaginarypart because the impedance
of the open switch has a Real and an Imaginary part:

{ _is=Re(Z)+flm(Z)=R+jx
kis = Re(k)+ jim(k)= kisR+ jkisl. (26)

We can consider two cases:

1. _is ffiRe(Z) ffiR =_ ['/s = Re(k)= kisR

2. 7_is= jlm( Z) = -j--_ =_ k'is= tim(k) = jk isI ,

where Cls is the transcapacitance of the open switch and co = 2xf.
#
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Let's consider a first case: the isolation coefficient consists of the Real term only. According to Eqs. (22) !
and (23), we have:

kisg = Xe.__. (27)
t_

From the specifications:

Xerr = 0.1 nun (28)a =20mm.

0.1 1
So we can get kisR = --- = ----, or kisR = -46 dB;

20 200
that is, isolation of the switch should not be worse than -46 dB.

In the second case, the isolation coefficient consists of the Imaginary term only. Apply the JkisI value to
Eq. (22):

_ (x+). (29)
V 1= VO 1+ jkisla

Our system is not sensitive to the phase of the signal, In this case we can operate with the module
of the Vl:

Iv,l=(Vol <3o)

or

a 1 2

We get:

(32)
lk2
2 isl= a "

So, kisl = =m, or

kist = -20 dB. (33)
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This value-20 dB is a softer requirement for the isolation (in the same way as the isolation calculation for
channel 2.)

Thus we can see that the isolation requirements for the two components of the isolation coefficient (Real
and Imaginary) are very different. In this case, we need to measure such parameters as isolation of one
channel to another one and phase characteristics of the switches. We can answer what really happens after
switch parametershave been measured.

. 3.4 Beam Current Change

Let us suppose that the beam current changes from a low value (IL to a high value (IH); one channel is
delayed relative to another one (by use of the delay line). Let's also assume that the beam is still in the
center, i.e., x = 0. This case is shown in Figure 27.

I beam

IH- I
{/

IL .............. /
/

I_ t
tit t2

I
V beamin center I

Ch 1 I

VH _ ..../VL,,
_t

tl t2

Vbeam in center

Ch2 VH .......

VL ............ - I
t ' t21 _t

Dels.ytime _P.OS32S

Figure 27. Beam currant change.

For ch2 at the delay time:

/t2 ( IH I IH XerrorVch tl =VL+kl2VH=DIL+kI2P' I=PI2 l+kl2"_LJ'==>kl2_L<: a '

What is the maximum ratio 114
IL"

i
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3.5 Single Switch Parameters

Table I is a list of single switch parameters.

Table 1. Single switch parameters.
i i

Loss Control Inputs Impedance

kL2.1 -0.5 dB RV1 49.0 _Z

kL31 -o.sdS _v2 48.9
q_21 -1.3° CV1 1.1pF

q_.31 -1.5° CV2 0.9pF
RL 3Q

Isolation

I_/_2_ -4odB

cpis21 95=
q_is31 100°

12/s2_ 2.5k_
I_/s3_ 4k_
R21 30 k_
R31 23 k.Q
C21 1.0pF
C31 0.7pF
kisRe21 -62 dB
kisRe31 --60dB
kislm21 -41 dB

kislm31 -44 dB

All these figures are rounded. Accurate values are found in the measurement data sheets. All parameters
were measuredat 60-MHz frequency;50fZ impedanceat all rf ports;0V and -SV control voltages.The
measurementswere done with the help of the HP8753C Network Analyzer. ConcJusion: this switch
satisfies the requirements stated in Section 3.1.
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Figures 28 (a) and (b) show switch SM-IS-2103.

kL21 Receiver kis31

RL21 /4 03t_1t_t_50 a _ 7"is31
,_ _,,on

°°u,,- i
IGND, 2, 7, 8

50_ t 50Q 150Q

V1, 4 V2, 5
Control

TIP-05326

Figure 28. (e) Swlt©h SM-IS-2103 (ST Olectron Corp.), ©lrcult of the measurements.

J1

J2 J3

I I

V1 V2
TIP-05327

Figure 28. (b).
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3.6 Switch and Filter Measurements

The filter's output oscillations dumping process is relatively slow, as seen in Table 2 and Figures 29-35.
The figures show the oscillations dumping bunches "step by step," at the convenient scale for each bunch.
The amplitude of the undesirable oscillations stays relatively high during the chosen time interval. That is
not satisfactory to our goal.

I believe that we need (I) to choose a filter with a wider banwidth, and (2) to change the delay time
between two control signals.

Table 2. Amplitude and delay of each oscillation bunch.
.....

t delay A pk-pk A pk-pk A pk-pkJ2 A pk-pk/2

.....(ne) (mV} ,,,(dBm) , (dBm) (mV)
0a 2400 20.6 14.6 1200
220 350 3.9 -2.1 175
340 120 -5.4 -11.4 60
480 72 -9.8 -15.9 36

i i

a This is a desiredsignal,anda referencepointfora measurementtime interval.

Bandpassfilter60 Mhz

.....oi 0
,,i

Pulsegenerator Signalgenerator
TIP-05328

Figure 29.
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m

Came(1): Vl, V2 Control _ 400 ns _ The switchInput(J3) Is a

Inputs _ 60-MHz sinusoldalsignal

. - ....... 0 V Came(1): 7 dBmrms

amplitude

--.-- -5 V

Came(2): VI, V'2Control _,m.... 800 ns =i Case (2): 13amplitudedBmrms
inputs I

OV

-5 V

Bandpass filter6BI 11-60/T6-O/O (K&LMicrowave,Inc.)
SwitchSM-IS-2103 GaAs SPDT (SolectronCorp.)
Standardsignalgenerator3220 (LeaderCo.)
Pulsegenerator8131A (Hewlett-PackardCo.)
OscilloscopeTDS 540 (Tektronix,Inc.)

TIP-05329

Figure 30.

Tek stopped: 2729 acquisitions

• , , , , • , , , ,., . , _ , , _ _ , _ • .... _ , • , ....., ,., , , _ , , o-_ , , .

lJ ..... .llil ! .lJli

,........VlI.IIIIItl.t. ,....   v '!!ll.l!Jllll't.It
..... _.......... i,vFI_ ......... l'll]!r ' ' ....

Ch1500mV{l Ch2 5.00V_1 M 100ns CH3 _/- -36mV

=

Figure 31.
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Tekstopped: 2788 acquisitions
ICT ..........

0 ns 220 ns "340 ns 480 ns

,lib, ........ ,

.....i::!v:.....vvvltJlllllll
_v_!viifl[lllllllllllll,llVVg_.i_,v;;_.l_5_.."' ii'Tvgtli

! 1.......... ,.....
....I....I............._,...............I....

Ch1500mV_ Ch2 5.00V_ M lOOns CH1 _/- -140mV

Figure 32.

Figure 33.
i
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Tek stopped: 695 acquisitions

Chl 50.OmV¢_ Ch2 5.00V_ M lOOns CH1 _/- -141 mV

Figure 34.

Tek stopped: 1455acquisitions

Chl 20.OmV_ Ch2 5.00V_ M lOOns CH1 f -141 mV

Figure 35.
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3.7 Switch and "Simple" Filter Measurements

The filter's output oscillations dumping signal decreases from 2 V to 15 mV (-23 dBm pk-pk, or
-30 dBm pk-pk/2) during a lO0-ns time interval, as shown in Table 3 and Figures 36--38.

So, for a successful processing of a signal we need to choose a filter with a similar (approximately
14 MHz) bandwidth,

Also, I believe thatan increase of the delay time betw,;en two control signals is reasonable.

Table 3. Amplitude and delay of filter's output oaolllatlona dumping presses.
i i iii ii

"t d_)lsy A' pk-pk A pk-pk A pk-pk/2 A pk-pk/2
(no) ....... (mY) (dBm) (dBm) (mY) _
0a 2200 19.9 13.8 1100
80 .......... 15 -23.5 -29.5 7.5.......

aThis is a desiredsignal,andareferencepointfora measurementtime interval.

Tekstopped: 12881acquisitions

M,V,// :; .,,Iv
, , , , , , , ,

Ch12.00mVQ Ch2 2.00V_ M 50.Ons CH2 _/- -2.88V

Figure 36.
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Teketopped: 12213acqui|ltlons

, !L L !I
1"_-_ l_ ! ! i!,! ! _ ! tJ li t!____ il__' _ ; V V " ............. ' ..... '- - '.... " •

..... _Chl1.00'_1_ C_2" 2.0()_!_ " M" "50/0n;" Ct_11"...Y "-1_ mV ....

Figure 37.

Tekstopped: 2436 acquisitions

2-_

Ch15.00mVQ Ch2 2.00V_ M lOOns CH2 _/- -1.36V

i

Figure 38.
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The circuit, the conditions, the components (except a filter), and the equipment of the switch and

"simple" filter measurements are the same, as in the previous series of measurements mentioned in
Section 3.6.

The/.£' discrete filter has been used in the present measurements, L = 1 I_H; C = 6 pF.

The filter's calculated frequency characteristic (with the help of MATLAB) and measured frequency

(60 MHz central frequency; 15 MHz bandwidth) and phase characteristics (with the help of HP8753C

Network Analyzer) are shown in Figures 39-41,

Transfer fun_lon
1.0_ , , ,, , ' ,n-_ .........., ..... _ , ........ i ....... , % ftolc.m

/ /\ / x ,, (0.1:0.01:2)
0.9 m ,, (3)

% while m< m 8

0.8 % y =1Jllqrt (l+m.^2.'(x-lJx).^2)
% plot(x,y)

0.7 % temllogx (x,y)
0.6 % ioglog(x,y)

o % holdon

0.5 %m-m+1% end
0.4 y ,, 1./eqrt(1+m.^2.'(x-1 Jx).^2)

plot(x,y, '--')
0.3 % umllogx (x,y)

% Ioglog(x,y)

0.2 m %holdon

01_ p !8 the iold re.i_tor, p ,,50. .] tttlexlebel('Tren.fer(,F/Fo,)Function')................ i i i'j 0 ylebel (K/Ko')
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 grid

F/Fo
'nP.o52e4

Figure 39.
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8tatn .SO?014MILs llaop 110.tiOe014Mils
'np,,,naM

Figure 40.

821 phase 30 ° / REF 0 "

CH1 i .......... " ' ......_ .........' ........' " ' ....... ' '" ' ' _ .....: /

1Cor

- 53.038 MHz 2 \, o
_._ 2.7528m

-45.478 m° "_----"'__
67337 MHz

....1 __l _l .........l I , _ I .... t I

Start .597 014 MHz Stop 119.999 614 MHz
TIP-O628e

Figure 41.
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4.0 BEAM LOSS MONITOR

4.1 Accuracy of the Integrator

Beforecalculationsof the integratorcircuit on SPICE, I considered a question about accuracyof the
integrator.Because of this, it dependson the choice of the operationalamplifierandof all componentsof
the circuit,such as resistors,capacitors,etc.

Therearetwo differentregimesof theoperationof the integrator:dynamic(integrationprocess) andstatic
(hold process). We can analyze both of these processes separately.The integratorcircuit is shown in
Figure42.

C
- _ iiiii. ...... iiii i 11111iii

_4

TIP.4M_I8

Figure 42. Integrator Circuit. to Is offset voltage of operational amplifier (opamp); /p is
ourrant to positive Input of opamp, in is ourrant to negative input of
opemp; k (m) Is opamp gain versus frequency, in static analysis we will use
value of static gem oyopamp kst.

4.2 Static Analysis

For the circuitshownin Figure42, a set of simultaneousequationsis:

II:12+ 13+ in

R!

Z

/3--V-R (34)
R3

¢.°= -ipR4

Va : £'+ F.O+ Vab

Vab= _ vov..q._,
kst

whereZ : xcllR2, or

Z: R2
l+jox_R2 (35)
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WecanrewriteEq.(34)usingvaluesof thecurrents:

y_- vo. _Vo-Vo.,+Va+l.. (36)
RI Z R3

Then substitute V, value and collect Vouttogether: that is.

+ + + "- -- +--+ ¢+eo]+in. (3"/)
V°ut kstRl kstR3 kstZ R3

From here. after transfommtions, we obtain:

Vout-- Vin

kstP )

where

I Z Z
- ,,l+----+ ---' (39)R_ R2

The first part of the expression is "classic" dependency between output and input voltage for the
operational amplifier in integration regime, with deep negative feedback. The second part is accuracy of the
integrator due to the offset voltage andthe positive and the negative input currents of opamp.

In modern operational amplifiers, the static gain is really high; it doesn't give essential error to the static
process. That is why we can neglect the static gain (kst) and put kst" oe. So, a simple form of Eq. (38) is:

Z 1 .

Vo.,---v,,. (4o)
Let's analyze this expression a little bit more. This equation hides two sources of error of the output

voltage: error due to the offset voltage and both input currents, and error due to the discharge of the
capacitor in the static (hold) process. For analysis of the first one, we can put co ---0, and, therefore,
Z = R 2. Thus we can rewrite Eq. (40) in the following way:

1

l_.3dZLVo.,=_o(eo-ipR4+ in#OR2)' (41)

where

I-_=I+ R2 +R--_-. (42)
_0 RI R3
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Forerrordue to the capacitor's discharge, we do not need to consider the offset voltage and the positive
current, so we can make them equal to zero. Rewrite Eq. (40), taking into account the full expression for Z:

&rout V_n_ × I R2 (43) '= ......... +inx .......R2 R2
R1 1+ jtoCR2 1+ -- + w +jtoCR2

R1 R3

These two equations are ready for analysis of behavior of the integrator in the static process. Let's start to
do the same calculations for the integration process.

4.3 Dynamic Analysls

Forthedynamic(integration)process,we write:d._ = 0,d_ = d/#= 0. So,thesetof simultaneous
dt tit tit

equations (Eq. (34)) will change thusly:

ll= 12+ 13

I_= v_,,-v_,

Rl12V_azV°Ut (44)

13=y_

[ Vo=V":b
| v - Vout

,(o,)"

For output voltagefromthe equationfor12(third equationfrom the set),we get:

Vout= - 12Z + Va" (45)

Let us express i 2 through the equation for 11; substitute instead of [1and !3 their values from the third and
fourth equations from the set; express Va through the last equation from the set. After these manipulations,
we get:

----") )" = - V/nZ (46)
Vo,,,1+ t.(to),,¢_k(to)R3 ,'¢1

Take Z from Eq. (35). Also, we will make the following small changes to Eq. (35):

1 R2 After some calculations we get:R2C='r,'r=.--, so Z= to "
too l+jxw

too
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] , 1 (47)

. -( ......... x I+-- ----+

coo k(co)+_lJ-_'-_l RI R3
I=

Equations (41), (43), and (47) are ready for analysis of the integration process, and static process of the
signal-holding. From the requirements for the integrator, we can choose the operational amplifier and
calculate all parameters of the circuit, taking into account dynamic and static "points of view." Probably,
analysis of Eq. (47) can be done by using a program such as MatLab. The full circuit can be calculated by
SPICe with a proper amplifier.

$.0 COMMENTS ON THE ADC, NOISE, AND SNR

This section is an attempt to recall one part of the big theory of ADC building and testing. It includes the
reasoning of noise in ADC, thoughts accompanying this reasoning, and many de_ls--for example, a long
deviation of the SNR equation.

Noise of the ideal ADC occurs as a result of quantization (digitizing) of the input signal by level. When
the inputsignal is between two neighboring levels of ADC, the output signal of AI_ is a fixed value, equal
to the voltage, corresponding to ADC level (Figure 43). In this case, we cannot say exactly what value of
the input voltage corresponds to this level.

We can discuss only the approximate range of the input signal that can generate this output level. This
range is equal to the step of ADC (width of the ADC quanta). All of these input voltages have the same
probability of being found. Otherwise, the probability function (to occur at any voltage in the quanta's
range) is rectangular. The difference between input signal and output signal of the ADC is called
quantization error (Figure 44).

This is the errorof the ideal AIX2 (of the idea of the digitizing). The probability density function of error
is rectangular (Figure 45). By the term "output signal of ADC" I mean the ideal voltage value,
corresponding to the ADC binary code after DAC conversion.

Inputsignal_

°"/ \

• /
t

TIP-05289

Figure 43. Vln--Input voltage, whloh generetea n + 1 AOC "level".
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t Quantization
error

+q/

/ -t •

-q/2

TIP.O52gO

Figure 44. Ouantlutlon error.

L

..... llq

I I ,r
-q12 +q12

T1P-Of1291

Figure 45. The probability density function of the error.

If the quanta's size is q, then the errorcan change from-q12 + q/2. The condition of normalization of the
mean squarederror function is:

q/2
f(x)dx = 1; (48)

-q12

hence,

f(x)= 1-•
q (49)

The square of the errorof the deviation from average is:

(72 1 q/2 q/2 ,,=-. f(x-_)2,_=±, j' x',_. (50)
q q12 q q12

The result of integrationis:

0"2 ,2=--. (51)
12
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This means, that in the result of the conversion of the input signal, we obtain "corridor" of the output
values (Figure 46), which corresponds to the input signal value. The input signal is inside of this corridor.
Width of this corridor is determined by the quantization error. Rms value of this error is equal to the
q/4i.

Input

• signalN'_ _ _._,Output

"corddor"

+q12

-q12 t
TIP.05292

Figure 46. The "©orrldor" of the output values.

We can rewrite Eq. (51) using the following terms: full-scale voltage range of ADC (A) and ADC
resolution in bits (N), then

A and (52)
q='_,

a2= A__2 .
12.4N (53)

An important characteristic of ADC is the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). SNR is the ratio between the
power of the input signal and the noise power. We can obtain an equation for SNR from our previous
reasoning. If our input signal is a full-scale sinus wave, the rms value tor sinusoidal signal (B) is 1/2 peak-
to-peak value, dividedby _/2:

A

S = 2.----_' or A = 2-_'?.S. (54)

In fact, g2, which we obtained before, is the noise power. Then SNR is:

B2 12.4N , or in dB: (55)
o"2 4.2

(:I I;l° 10"lg _ =10.1g(4N)+10.1g , (56)

SNR[dB]= 6.02. N + 1.76. (57)
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This is an important and useful equation for the SNR definition. But up until now we were talking only
about the ideal ADC. Real ADC has many noise sources,one of which is the differential nonlinearity
(DNL), a deviation of the width of the ADC quanta from the ideal value (Figure 47). From the point of view
of noise it means that the width of probability function (to occur at any voltaae in the quanta's range)
changes. This means that DNL plays an equal part in the equation for the SNR, as a quantization noise.
Therefore, DNL increases the noise value. Here, I do not give a strict definition of the DNL. Usually DNL
is expressed in terms of LSB. Our definition allows us to understand the influence of DNL on the noise of
the ADC.

, Difference
betweenquanta's

"_:_ width +_- ._,_-

°.c_

O Actual
transfer

func.on0
ADC scale

TIP-05293

Figure 47. Illustration of the differential nonlinearity.

If Oa is actual error (error of real ADC), and oi and o d ale ideal (quantization) and differential
nonlinearity errors, respectively, then

By using Eq. (55) we obtain expressions for oi and Od:

I B2.4.2

0./2 B2"4'2, (59)4Ni .12

where Na and Ni are the actual and ideal numbers of bits, respectively. So that

or2 4Na

or (60)
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The equation for Na is:

Na = Ni __. log2 . (62)

This equation is well-known, too, as an equation for the SNR, and it shows the dependence between the
ideal number of bits (perfect N-bit ADC), ideal and actual rrnserrors, and actual number of bits.

• Now we can obtain an expression for the SNR, taking into account differential nonlinearity.

B2 =4No. 1_.2.2,or in dB: (63)
0.2 4.2

SNR=(10.1g4).Na+10.1g _ ,or (64)

SNR =6.02. Na+ 1.76. (65)

Substituting Na from Fxl. (62), we obtain:

SNR ( I + 1.76, (66)
6"02' Ni--10" 194-"2' l°g2\ 0.i /

SNR =6.02. Ni-10.1ogl0, + 1.76, (67)

SNR = 6.02. Ni- lO.lg |1 + 0._+( 1.76, or (68)

122SNR=6.02.Ni-10.1og I+ q==_+ 1.76. (69)

Thus, differential nonlinearity decreases the signal-to-noise ratio. Usually it is said not only with regard
to the noise of the ideal ADC, or the noise due to DNL. Often the terms used are "total noise" and "effective

bits" of the ADC. Effective bits means real, or perfect, resolution of ADC. The term "total noise" means
noise due to quantization and differential nonlinearity of the ADC (about which we have spoken
previously), missing codes, aperture uncertainty, and own noise. Own noise is a combination of the noise
of the reference voltage of the ADC, thermal noise of the components, noise of the power supplies, noise
that arrives with the signal, etc. These types of noise have a Gaussian probability density function. The
theoretical minimal noise of ADC components is the thermal noise.

From this point of view we can change Na to Ne._"in Eqs. (62) and (65). (In Eq. (62) it should change Oa
to o "effective," or "total.") Then for the signal-to-total-noise ratio we obtain (by using Ne.o'):

SNR =6.02. Ne.ff+ 1.76. (70)
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This equationis more useful in the SNR testing of the AD converter, and in determining the width of the
noise floor of the ADC. A good illustration of this equation is the Fourier diagram. The floor of the FFT
diagram represents noise of the ADC. Differential nonlinearity increases the width of the noise on the FFT
diagram. SNR from Eq. (70) represents all noise of the ADC. Usually, we compare the real noise of ADC
(obtained with Fourier diagram help) with calculated noise by using Eq. (57) (the ideal SNR level)•

In conclusion I want to point out the influence of another parameter of ADC to the shape of the FFT
diagram. This parameter is integral nonlinearity (INL). INL is the deviation of the real transfer function of
ADC from ideal transfer function in the full-scale range of ADC. This deviation does not change the size of
the ADC quanta, but changes the shape of the output signal of the ADC. Distortions of the output signal
lead to the appearance of new harmonics on the FFT diagram (butdo not change the noise width).

In this discussion we care not about the many other errors of the ADC. Leave them for the future.

6.0 WIRE SCANNER PREAMPLIFIER

Let us begin with some brief notes about noise calculations in SPICE. SPICE can calculate the noise
component of each element of the circuit. Noise in the point of the circuit is the sum of the noise of different
elements, taking into account various transferfunctions in the circuit. By the term "noise" I mean the square
average of voltage between the point in the circuit and the ground. To understand how SPICE makes a
noise calculation, I looked for a simple example. First, we were stumped by a calculation of thermal noise
of the voltage divider (Figure 48). We thought that in this configuration of the circuit, output noise must be
equal to the sum of the noises of the resistors:

_o2u,= V21+ V22 , (71)

where

V2i= 4kTRiB" (72)

R1

Vin_ Vout

" TIP-05331

Flgura 48. Thermal noise of voltage divider.

But our f'_st impressionwas wrong. SPICE transforms this circuit to the equivalent circuit for noise
calculations,whereR 1 andR2 areparallel (Figure 49)• In thiscircuit,output noiseis:

= _ + E2------.--- •
V'_ut RI+ R2 RI + R2
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1 IR2

, T T
TIP_

Figuro 40. Equlvalont ©lroultfor noleo ©al©ulatlono.

This resultcan be obtained by using the equivalentgeneratortheorem. If R1 = R2 = R,

V2ou,=e__.+i = e2, (74)4 4 4

co,.__-,o,_o-,.6,.,o-_oEv_,..].oon_oquont,,erom_q.,:",,,,..
"_ou,=.8.2'"0-2'[V_z].

Part of resistornoises:

EVgzI.
SPICEcalculation was:

I think that this example is a good illustrationof a SPICE calculation.Now we can go to our main task.
In our circuit for obtaining real noise results, one should install equivalent noise sources of operational

amplifiers.Amplifiernoises aremodeledby using parallel (current)and series (voltage) noise sources. We
use BurrBrownoperationalamplifier OPA620.OPA620 noises are:

V= 2' 5[nV//'xF'H-z'l'f =L/ J 100 kHzi,
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in the program,noise sourceswere created, such as CurrentControlledVoltage Source (CCVS) and
CurrentControlledCurrentSource (CCCS).To obtain the needed noise, a resistor was used to generate
"standard"noise: for example. 1 pA / rt Hz for CCCS, and I nA / rt Hz for CCVS. Obtained values of
noiseswere multipliedby gain. In ourcase gains are2.3 and2.5, respectively.

Outputnoisewas calculatedforthreedifferentgains.Maximumnoiseobtainedwas:

Vou,__ = 1.28["7_H"_] '

To compare these results with Phil Datte's calculations (Figure 50), integrate output noise over
frequency.One can make it roughly,multiplyingour resultsby the squarerootof 10MHz to obtain:

Voutm_"3.84mV(rms).

This value has the same orderof magnitude. A better estimation can be had by precise numerical
integration.I think this shouldbe ournext step in the work.These results mean that in future research we
can takeinto accountestimationsof noise by SPICE.
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PRILt.MP
0

111 11 0 AC 5mA
*0.25mA
*ImA
*SmA
0111 11 .0 PU_B (0 5mA 0 tons 1_s2us)
O

R7 7 0 160
, ROAIN ? 8 02.8

052.8
*90"/
04.1K
,

*RLOAD 8 0 10K

2 4 2ooe
C12 12 14 20pF
C8 7 8 $pF
0

X6201 3 2 23 24 4OPA620/BB
X6202 13 12 23 24 14OPA620/BB
X6203 15 5 23 2,4 6OPA620/BB
X6204 6 ? 23 ?.4 $OPA620/BB
@

V23 23 0 5V
V24 24 0 -3V
*V7.5 25 0 5V
*V26 26 0 -5V

.LIBBURR_BRN.LIB

RI 0 2 50
RII 11 12 50

R2 2 4 300
RI2 12 14 300

R3 3 0 50
R13 13 0 50

R4 4 $ 255
RI4 14 15 255
0

R5 5 6 255
RI5 15 0 255
@

.ACDE£_100 100KHz100MEG
*.TRAN 10ns 2us
S

.PLOTAC V (8)
*.PLOTDC V(8)

' .PROBE
.END

Figure 62,
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1__. NOISE * modeledby usingCCVS ( H... )
• * andCCCS (F...)
• file nameNOISE.CIR *
• * 16.Smohms- I SClnA / Hz
• inputcurrent,inputvoltage * 16.Skohms - I sq pA / Hz
• and thirdstage feedbackresistor. *
• RVI 70 0 16.5m
• 5 mA 250 mV ._2.8 ohms VVI 70 0 0
• 1 mA 50 mV 907 ohms HVI 33 3 Wl 2.5 ,
• 0.25 mA 12.5 mV 4010 ohms *
• RII 71 0 16.5K
• ill 11 0 AC 5mA VII 71 0 0
• FI1 3 2 VII 2.3
Vll 11 0 AC 12.SmV *
• RV2 72 0 16.5m
ROAIN 7 8 4010 VV2 72 0 0
• HV2 32 13 VV2 2.5
• GAIN,-( I + RGAIN/R7 ) *
• RI2 73 0 16.5K
R7 7 0 160 VI2 73 O. 0
• FI2 13 12 VI2 2.3
C2 2 4 20pF *
C12 12 14 20pF RV3 74 0 16.5m
C8 7 8 5pF W3 74 0 0
• HV3 15 55 W3 2.5

X6201 3 2 23 24 4 OPA620/BB RI3 75 0 16.5K
X6202 13 12 23 24 14 OPA620/BB VI3 75 0 DC 0
X6203 55 5 23 24 60PA620/BB FI3 55 5 VI3 2.3
X6204 66 7 23 24 8 OPA620/BB *
• RV4 76 0 16.5m
V23 23 0 5V VV4 76 0 0
V24 24 0 -SV I-IV4 6 66 W4 2.5
, @

.LIBBURR_BRN.LIB RI4 77 0 16.5K
• VI4 77 0 0
R1 0 2 50 114 66 7 VI4 2.3
RII 11 12 50 *
• .AC DEC I00 100KH 100MEG
112 2 4 300 *
RI2 12 14 300 .NOISE V(8) VII 100

R3 33 0 50 *.PLOTNOISEINOISEONOISE
R13 32 0 50 .PRINTNOISEONOISE

R4 4 5 255 *.PROBE
RI4 14 15 255 .END

R5 5 6 255
R15 15 0 255 T,P-OSt_

• noise sources:

Figure 57.
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Figure 60. large gain.

7.0 WEEKLY REPORTS

7.1 Weekly Report, 14--18 September, 1992

This week I have made investigationsof theEL2004 buffer(separatemodelboard).I was interestedin
the buffergain versus inputvoltage.Resultsof the investigationsare shownin Figures61--63.

Beforeinvestigations of the linearityof the peakdetector,I made some minorchanges in the circuit;I
also observedtransferfunctionof the circuit.Unfortunately,resultsof the measurementof linearityarenot
good. I can't explain "cavity" on the curve (accuracy vs. input voltage) in the range of the small input
voltage.I also can'texplaindeviationsof the Voutvs. Vincurvefromapproximatepolynom.

I measuredlinearityby using a new Hewlett-Packard scope. This is the best scope I have used.
Possibilitiesof thisscope arehigherthanareneededin our usual work.I think that this scope may help to
makehighly accuratemeasurementsof thehigh-frequencysignals, or of signals with short rise and fall
time, etc.
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7.2 Weekly Report, 12-16 July, 1993

I have started to work with the electronic part of the Beam Position Monitor System (BPM), parts of
which arebeing investigated and built in our lab. At the very beginning I investigated the possibility of the
switches that we plan to use in a BPM circuit. I started from measurements of the delay line characteristics
(Andersen Lab., 07996050). Measurements were done with the help of Network Analyzer HP8753C. This
was my first experience of working with this device. Some of the time was spent in study of the Network
Analyzer operational principles and users' instructions.

We measured:

• frequency response of the delay line (over the 54-66 MHz frequency range) and insertion
loss of the delay line (-2.3 dB at 57.5 MHz and -2.9 dB at 60 MHz)

• electrical delay (delay time) (244 ns at 60 MHz)

• value of reflections of the matched delay circuit; ratio between signal and first reflection is
-30 dB

• phase characteristic

• estimation of the temperaturevariations of the circuitparameters, with the chip having
been heated from room temperature (approximately 20°C) to 60-80 ° C. Variations of the
insertion loss over this temperature range lie in a range of-0.01 to -0.007 dB/C°. I
observed the temperature dependence of the delay time. The variation of the delay time
over the same temperature range is 1.6 ns.

The values of the insertion loss, delay time, and reflections agree with specifications. More accurate
measurements of the insertion loss variations over temperature are planned by using a thermostatic oven
with high accuracy of temperature adjustment (in rf department). The schedule of the measurements
depends on the schedule of the work with the oven.
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7.3 Weekly Report, 19-23 July, 1993

This week was devoted to the investigations of a switch problem and of problems joined with a delay
line. Some parameters of a cable delay line were measured. We attempted to correct the "chip delay line,"
described in detail in a previous report.

The cable delay line is the "semirigid" type, teflon inside, 50fi impedance. Parameters of a
cable delay line over the 54--66 MI-Izfrequency range: electrical delay, 72 ns (delay time);
length, 21.6 m; insertion loss, -2.2 dB (at 60 MHz frequency); ratio between the signal
amplitude and a first reflection amplitude, 44 dB (for the matched cable). Unfortunately,
there is not available a 200-ns or 250-ns cable delay line. So, we need to extrapolate all
parameters for 250-ns cable delay line based on the 72-ns delay time. In this case for a
200-ns delay, the insertion loss will be approximately -7 riB.

I have also tried to correct the frequency response and reduce the reflection coefficient of a
"chip delay line." I did this because of the operational point of a frequency characteristic
(60 MI-Iz)located on a slope of one of the "hills" of a characteristic. Shifting of frequency
on 4- 180 kHz around 60 MHz leads to shifting of insertion loss to 4-0.35 dB. So, I have
tried to make this slope more flat. In addition, the reflection coefficient (-30 dB) is not
enough for the BPM circuit. (It needs at least --40 dB.)

Unfortunately, all the corrections that I made did not lead to the desired results. My
conclusion is that the "chip delay line" is optimized, and we can't do any significant

domain response around the frequency of 60 MHZ, because the "chip delay line" frequency
response has a periodical character with a 2-MHz interval between the neighboring
maximums. And I believe that we can find the "chip delay line" with the response that we
need.

7.4 Weekly Report, 26-30 July, 1993

We have investigated the problems joined with the Switch Circuit for the BPM electronics. As a first
"candidate" for a switch circuit I took SMIS 2103 GaAs SPDT switch (Solectron Corp.). This chip's
parameters satisfy our task in general. I have regarded the Switch Circuit, which includes a "Hybrid
Junction" device. 7 This is a passive, reciprocal, four-port device with equal power split from the sum port
into two "neighboring" ports (in-phase signal to one port, and out-of-phase signal to the other). Opposite
ports of the hybrid are isolated from one another. Configuration of the hybrid junctions and switches is
shown in Figure 64. This circuit allows us to reduce in-phase parasitic signals from the switches.

Figure 64. Switch Circuit. (In-phase signals from the sw 1 and the sw2 cancel each other on ports "a" of
hl and h2. Port "a" gets the signals with the same amplitude and the opposite phases from ports %" and
"d'.)

P/2 sw_/o

o2 °
Pin af _b Z Z b a Pout

C _ 0

180°|d
' I o/o

-P/2 sw2 TIP-05344

' Figure 64. Swlt©h Cir©ult. (In-phne signals from the swl end the sw2 ©an©elaa©h
other on ports "a" of hl and h2. Port "s" gets the signals with the same
amplitude and the opposite phases from ports "c" and "d'.)
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Outputsignal of the Switch Circuit is: Pout= (P/2)/2+(-(-P/2)/2); i.e., Pout= P/2, where P = Pin, input
power. For the Switch Circuit I used "180° Two-Way Power Divider" H-81-4 (Anzac Co.). For our
particularcase, this is the same as a HybridJunction.Thischoice is dictatedby the impossibilityof buying
somethingnow. So I have made my choice from componentson hand. Fortunately, I have found this
PowerDivider.This device is in a connectorizedcase style. In the future it is reasonable to replace this
device with a similarone in a moreappropriatecase style,such as surfacemount,or plug-in, etc.

I havemeasuredthegeneralparametersof the chosenPowerDivider(all parametershere atthe60-MHz
frequency):

• forports"a" to "c" and "a" to "d":ratiobetweenthe signal amplitudeandthe f_t
reflectionamplitudeis 43 riB;totaltransmissionloss is -3 dB.

• forports"c" to "d" and"d" to "c": phaseshift is 180.2°;isolationis -29 riB.

Also I havestartedto discuss the followingquestions:

• The dynamicrangeof thesignal fromBPMelectrodesand the dynamicrangeof BPM
electronics.

• Isolationof theSwitchCircuit.

• Reasonsforchoosingthe time intervalof 200-300 ns fortheBPMelectronics
measurements.
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